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Abstract

There is thus a need to ensure that the same quality of treatment is offered to all cancer patients
in Europe. A research of this kind must be aimed at identifying which steps in the complex
treatment processes are more error prove, which of those can most effectively be corrected, and
which procedures could be taken over by countries, or individual centers to monitor themselves
the quality of their treatment procedures. To achieve this goals, the EORTC Radiotherapy Co-
operative Group has put a major effort in the development of two Quality Assurance programs:
the Physics Audit program (PAQ) and in the Assurance of Protocol Compliance Program
(APCP).

In the PAO. a first survey conducted in 1986, on the radiotherapy infrastructure in European
Centers participating in clinical trials showed that 20% of the centers encountered difficulties to
comply with the EORTC requirements due to imbalance in staff or equipment. Besides
radiotherapy infrastructure, the beam output was checked in 50 centers: a major problem was
detected in 30% of the checked electron beams. Dosimetric recommendations were sent out to
all radio-oncology departments active in the EORTC (Johansson et al, 1986) and a mailed
measurement procedure was developed for the verification of the beam output in photon beams
(Hansson et al, 1991).

The APCP. which was activated in 1987, can be divided as follows :
phantom dosimetry studies (Johansson et al, 1987)
dummy run procedures for breast, prostate, and head and neck cancers (van Thienhoven,
1991)
check of case report forms for prostate, breast and rectal cancers (Vantongelen et al, 1990)
individual case reviews for prostate, breast and rectal cancer (van Thievenhoven et al,
1992)
QA procedures at patient level for breast cancer (Hamers et al, 1991)
outcome evaluation after irradiation of rectal cancer (Letschert et al, 1994).

The EORTC Radiotherapy Group has demonstrated thai multicenter QA programs permit,
through the pooling of a large number of data, auditing by specialists of implemented Quality
Standards both in radiation physics and in clinical oncology, contributing to the basis for the
development of harmonized quality procedures and standards in the therapeutic management of
cancer. This type of QA program should also foster the interaction between several medical
disciplines and promote the application of Quality Standards in community level hospitals.
Current efforts are also put forth to develop common research instruments, such as the
processing of database and MRI or CT-scan images through teleconferencing and the set up of
electronic radiotherapy files, as well as to the introduction of new health care technologies such
as three-dimensional treatment planning and conformal, high dose/high precision radiotherapy.

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In oncology, the first discipline to embark on Quality Assurance programmes was
Radiotherapy. In the fifties many radiation therapy institutes had already implemented their own
programmes of beam controls, and in the seventies, the creation of cooperative groups triggered the
activation of Quality Assurance programmes. In most groups, the accent was put on a better
documentation of the causes of inter-center discrepancies with respect to disease staging, treatment
parameters and irradiation beam qualities.
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That was the reason why, since 1982, year of the project activation, the Radiotherapy
Group of the European Organization for Research and Therapy of Cancer (EORTC) progressively
extended its original project of Quality Assurance into pilot studies in an attempt to promote a
systematic check of individual patients and to improve the reliability of treatment procedures. Once
general requirements needed to warrant a valid cooperation were identified, the group directed its
efforts to the clinical ground and in particular to the set up of reliable control procedures to improve
the quality of protocols of phase III clinical studies. This general philosophy led to considerable
improvements in the writing of protocols, in data management and in detection and correction of
dosimetric parameters as well.

The Quality Assurance Program of the Radiotherapy Group consisted so far of three main
phases articulated around the development of two Quality Assurance (QA) programs: the Physics
Audit Quality program (PAO) and in the Assurance of Protocol Compliance Program (APCP).

In the first phase, that roughly lasted five years (1982-1987). various centers were visited
by a team of radiotherapists and radiation physicists. In 1987 a vast program of mailed dosimetry
was activated to document, through a large number of beam calibrations and measurements, the
profile of the dose deviations between the values determined by the team of radiophysicists of the
EORTC and those reported by institutions.

In 1987 the Radiotherapy Group activated a second phase of the Quality Assurance
programme, and set up a series of procedures (dummy-runs) to document systematic errors made in
single institutions and control the accuracy of the design and the application of phase III study
protocols.

Finally, in 1989, a third phase, more patient-oriented, was activated to tackle random
errors: individual case reviews directed to patient data and treatment parameters were aimed at
improving the compliance of the participating centers to study protocols and at detecting obscurities
in protocol guidelines.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The issues addressed by the EORTC Quality Assurance Programme in Radiotherapy may
be summarized as follows:

2.1 Baseline investigations on structures, human resources and methodology

2.1.1 On-Site visits

Aims: One of the goals of the visiting teams of radiotherapists and radiophysicists was
to know the medical and radiotherapeutic environment of each participating center.
Secondly, since numerous centers were involved in the cooperative trials, it was
absolutely necessary to check the radiation physics performances of the megavoltage
equipment of the participating radiotherapy departments.

Methods: The radiation physics QA program of the EORTC started in 1982 with the
site visits of the participating institutions, during which both the mechanical and
radiation parameters of the equipment in use were being tested. The control procedures
performed at the visited Institutions included the following radiation physics
measurements and data retrieval processes:

• intercomparison of ionization chambers
• absorbed dose determination in specific points in water for several combinations of

field sizes and accessories, for photon and electron beams
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• measurements of the dose homogeneity for X-ray and electron beams
• mechanical and beam alignment checks of simulator and therapy units
• measurements of the depth dose distribution at several depths
• calculation of treatment time and monitor setting for reference cases
• collection of beam data from all machines in use.

2.1.2 Mailed in water dosimetry

Aim: This program which started in 1987, aims at performing mailed dosimetric audits
and to periodically monitor absorbed doses at reference points for photon beams.

Methods: Briefly, the given design criteria of this dosimetry system were ability to
identify errors in values of absorbed dose larger than 3 %, malleability, applicability to
photon beams of interest (60-Co - 30 MV), simplicity of use and reasonable cost. The
dosimeters used were circular ships made of LiF. The mailing procedure started with a
questionnaire to the participating institutes, which were asked to provide the radiation
physics reference center, with information on beam qualities in use. Later on, they
received a mailing containing instructions for irradiation in water, data sheets, holders
for in-water irradiation and a set of dosimeters. They were also instructed on how to
perform irradiations. After irradiation, all the material was returned to the reference
center for read-out and absorbed doses determinations.

To date, all participating centers have been monitored by mailed TLD, several
more than once. This has led to the decision of stopping the site-visits unless large
deviations cannot be resolved by a second TLD mailing. The Radiation Physics
Department of the Goteborg University Hospital has been the main partner in this QA
effort till 1992. In 1993 the mailed TLD program has been taken over by the Institut
Gustave Roussy in Villejuif.

2.1.3 Questionnaire

Aim: This questionnaire was activated in 1990 and since then, it has undergone a
constant updating. The aim of this questionnaire was to complete and update the
information collected during on-site visits on the equipment and human environment of
all radiotherapy departments participating to the activities of the EORTC Radiotherapy
Group. Indeed some items had not been registered before, especially in the field of
treatment techniques, biomedical and radiobiological environment. Thus the purpose of
this questionnaire was:

• to collect "on time" data by sending a questionnaire to all centers entering patients in
current protocols of the Group.

• to specify the definitions of some items which had led in the past to difficulties of
interpretation (for instance, workload and staff unbalance).

• to extend the questionnaire to items that, had not been investigated belore:
brachytherapy, radiobiology, institutional quality control procedures, etc...

Methods: This questionnaire consisted of a survey on the status of the Institution, on its
infrastructure in terms of equipment, on workload and staff structure. Centers were also
asked to provide the coordinators with data on treatment planning and delivery both for
external radiotherapy and brachytherapy.
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2.1.4 Mailed TL-dosimetty for brachytherapy

Aim: Till 1991, the programme of Quality Assurance in Radiotherapy essentially
consisted of control procedures for external radiation therapy. Four years ago, the
programme was for the first time extended to brachytherapy dosimetry checks for 192-Ir
wires. The aim of this pilot study was to compare the dose computation for 192-Ir at
some selected Institutes.

Methods: The centers received a holder and a set of T.L.D. strings, each with 5
dosimeters, for in-water irradiation. The radiation physics team of each center was asked
to compute the dose delivered to each dosimeter and to irradiate the TLD strings before
returning them to Goteborg for read-out and evaluation. Values of absorbed doses were
then compared to the doses stated by the Institute.

2.7.5 Three-dimensional dose distribution in tangential irradiation of breast after
conservative treatment

Aim: This Q.A. programme of dosimetry intercomparison was designed to investigate
whether the procedures used in several institutions, based on various dosimetry protocols
and dose calculations by planning systems, result in an acceptable accuracy in delivered
doses.

Methods: The phantom used for this quality control procedure was a breast-shaped
mould model made of polyethylene and filled with water. Investigators were sent a set of
CT scan of this breast-lung phantom, with precise contours as input in the planning
systems, in three cranio-caudal plans. Each participating institution was asked to
calculate the absolute dose in the planned points of measurement, using the parameters
of the prescribed irradiation and computational algorithms of their planning system.
Later on, in each of the centers that participated to this study, the breast phantom was
irradiated according to the prescribed protocol and dose measurements were carried out
in the phantom using a small irradiation chamber, previously calibrated. In every point,
the dose measured in the phantom was compared with the dose calculated by the
institution. After a preliminary study carried out in 21 Dutch radiotherapy centers, three
institutions active in the EORTC Radiotherapy Group were visited.

2.1.6 Master Protocol for phase III studies

Aim: Most studies activated by the EORTC Radiotherapy Group are phase III clinical
trials. It was thus felt that it should be necessary to provide study coordinators with
practical guidelines on how radiotherapy protocols have to be written to reduce protocol
obscurities and subsequent risks of low compliance to the study guidelines.

Methods: These guidelines are the subject of a publication (24). Emphasis was put on
minimal requirements regarding pretherapeutic clinical staging criteria. Particular
attention is also paid to a clear description of treatment-related parameters.

In this master protocol, it is pointed out that patient data acquisition throughout
the various phases of the treatment planning has to be reproducible. Moreover, since one
of the weakest points in most protocols is the definition of the volumes encompassed by
the irradiation, a clear delineation of these volume has to be carried out according to the
recommendation of the ICRU report 50: gross tumor volume (G.T.V.), clinical target
volume (C.T.V.), planning target volume (P.T.V.) and organs at risk must now always
be delineated independently of the dose distribution.
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2.2 Quality Control Procedures specific to trials and patients

2.2.1 Dummy-runs

Aim: Originally, the dummy-runs were initiated to get impression of the planning
facilities at the participating institutions. It was soon evident that the objectives of these
procedures were not only to evaluate differences in treatment techniques and dose
calculations but also to detect, within a few months after a clinical activation the
potential causes of poor compliance to the protocol and sources of heterogeneity in
irradiations. A particular attention was also paid to the potential impact of treatment
technique differences on heterogeneity of dose distribution. In the breast, heterogeneity
that might prevent investigators to identify clear-cut dose-control relationships. More
specifically, in radiation physics, the main purpose of a dummy-run is to evaluate
differences in (a) treatment volume, (b) irradiation technique, (c) dose specification, (d)
dose homogeneity and (e) the uniformity of the dose to the specification point.

Methods: In a dummy-run, transversal slices of the relevant anatomic region are sent to
the centers participating to the investigated clinical trial. Radiation oncologists and
physicists are asked to design a target volume and to provide a treatment plan with dose
distribution in each of these plans. They are also asked, as is was the case for the dummy
run for the prostate irradiation, to compute the absorbed doses in the points of interest
indicated on the slices both for dose prescription points and for those located in
surrounding normal tissues. Finally, they were requested to complete a questionnaire on
treatment technique and beam data. These dummy-runs were carried out in the frame of
three EORTC trials: trial 22881/10882 for breast cancer, trial 22862 for prostate
carcinoma and trial 22931 for head and neck cancers.

2.2.2 Individual case reviews

Aims: This quality control procedure aims at improving the compliance of the centers to
study protocols, with special attention to the minimal requirements of radiation physics
experts and to the medical profiles and biomedical environments of radiotherapy
departments. As in the dummy-run procedure, another objective was to detect obscurities
in the protocol of treatment, in the very early phase of the trial.

Methods: These reviews, carried out by a team of physicians and physicists, analyzed
the clinical and technical parameters contained in the charts of randomly selected cases.
Since 1990, they took place before each Group meeting. Each time, four to five centers
were asked to bring their clinical and technical charts to the expert team, to discuss the
several radiation physics and clinical parameters listed in the questionnaire. More
specifically, the clinical data were reviewed with respect to eligibility criteria,
documentation of tumour stage and staging procedures. Radiotherapy data were
analyzed for treatment technique factors, calculated dose levels and dose heterogeneity.
Data were also compared to those forwarded to the Brussels Data Center. Finally,
simulator films and gammagraphies were compared.

2.2.3 The boost evaluation in the breast trial 22881/10882

Aim: The aim of this project is to evaluate the practice of boost irradiation in breast
conserving therapy within and outside EORTC trial 22881/10882, for institutions that
actively participate to this trial.

Methods: To assess the reliability and comparability of the data on booster irradiation,
particular emphasis was put on treatment technique, treatment dose, fractionation and
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treatment volume. Participating institutions were asked to provide the Q A. study
coordinators with a plan of the booster irradiation and technical data on the beams used
for the booster irradiation and to complete a questionnaire on their general practice of
booster irradiation, and more specifically on (a) irradiation dose, (b) choice of the boost
target volume, (c) choice of technique, (d) differences between general practice and that
used for this trial and (e) usefulness of the previous Q.A. projects.

2.2.4 Mailed entrance-exit measurements in breast irradiation (protocol
22881/10882)

Aim: The mailed dosimetry of entrance/exit measurements carried out for breast cancer
In the framework of the in vivo audit program was started in 1989. The aim of this study
performed in 1989-1990 was to check the accuracy and quality of the dose delivered to
the breast for patients entered into the trial 22881/10882. Its purpose was to compare in
vivo measurements performed during the treatment of breast cancer with the planned
isodose distribution as well in external irradiation as in interstitial radiotherapy.

Methods: Measurements with mailed TL-dosimetry were carried out both inside the
breast for external and interstitial radiotherapy. This project was first developed in
cooperation with Verbeeten Institute, Tilburg. In 1989, the mailing was extended to 19
institutions that were actively participating to the breast trial. Fifteen centers have sent
back their irradiated dosimetry set to the radiation physics reference center. Three of
these centers have been investigated at least twice since 1989.

2.2.5 Late small bowel and volume factor for pelvic postoperative radioterapy

Aim: The aim of this study was to quantify the correlation between irradiated small
bowel volume and late complications for pelvic external irradiation in postoperative
setting for high-risk rectal and rectosigmoid cancers.

Methods: Small bowel volumes were measured using orthogonal films in treatment
position. The treatment fields were outlined on these films and a grid was superimposed.
By adding the products of the segmental bowel loops an estimation of the small bowel
volume encompassed by irradiation portals was obtained.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Baseline investigations on structures, human resources and methodology

3.1.1 On-Site visits

Throughout the 1982-1987 period , 37 visits have been paid to 32 centers.
Whereas the number of centers visited represents 50 % of the total number of the active
radiotherapy departments, it is to be pointed out that these visits have been paid to all the
most active centers. For the last years, budget reductions prevented the EORTC teams to
maintain the rythm of visits which often require long-distance trips and prolonged stays
for the visiting teams.
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These local audits first demonstrated marked inter-center variations: large
number of beam calibrations and measurements allowed the documentation of dose
deviations, sometimes significant, between the values determined by the team of
radiophysicists of the EORTC and those reported by some hospitals. Major deviations
were found in the dose calibration of some electron beams with scanning system and also
mechanical instabilities were reported for some 6OC0 machines.

Moreover, whilst the radiation physics measurements performed in a phantom
irradiated in various institutions substantiated no major differences in prescribed dose at
the center of the tumor, significant deviations in doses were found both inside and
outside the target volume, resulting in a significant risk of decreased tumor control or
increased probability of late damage in normal tissues.

There was thus a clear need to instruct local teams to apply common protocols
for measurements. This first measure that eliminated a large number of systematic
deviations, was followed by others that all aimed at tackling the causes of deviations.

This detailed inter-center comparison of technical and staff environment also
demonstrated large inter-center variations in workload: it was indeed reported that 25 -
30 % of the radiotherapy centers faced major problems of compliance to the
requirements of the EORTC protocols, mostly because of a shortage or unbalance of
staff categories. It was also shown that, in some departments, the number of simulators
was suboptimal and interactions between CT scan and dosimetry treatment planning had
to be improved (16,18).

3.1.2 Mailed in water dosimetry

The ratio between absorbed dose to water and that stated by the Institute was
used as a measure of agreement. These ratios were then divided into three categories:
acceptable level of deviation (less or equal to 4 %), minor deviation (5-7 %) and major
deviation (> 7 %). Whereas in the early eighties, the general conclusion of the TLD
program was that less than 80 % of the beams measured were within acceptable levels of
variation for the absorbed dose stated, i.e. with deviations lower or equal to 4 % (2, 15),
the main message of this investigation is now that, with sequential mailings, an
improvement of the basic dosimetry was seen, as the mean ratio between EORTC
determined versus institute stated doses progressively approached unity and standard
deviations were decreasing as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Of interest, it should be noted
that, in some centers, the reasons for major deviations observed in radiation physics
could be identified, corrected and checked by mailed dosimetry and through straight
forward oral and written exchanges between visiting experts and either local
radiotherapists or radiophysicists (19).

3.1.3 Questionnaire

Fifty centers have answered the questionnaire. Equipment, human resources and
workload are characterised by a very wide range of answers. Comparisons between data
collected in the early eighties and during a recent update show no difference in workload
per megavoltage equipment and per simulator. The number of cancer patients treated per
year, per radiotherapist and per member of the radiation physics team seems to diminish,
especially for this latter staff. The radiographer's workload showed an opposite trend
(Table 3). This survey also indicates that efforts have to be put forth in some institutions
to reduce the workload at simulators. Moreover, in comparison with a previous report
published in 1986, the present analysis undoubtedly emphasises an increasing use of CT-
SCAN investigations in the treatment planning.
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TABLE 1

DOSIMETRIC A UDITS

Observation period Acceptable level Minor deviation Major deviation
(1982 - 1989) of deviation

(< 4 %) (5-7 %) (> 7 %)

On-site visits
(1982- 1986)
379 Photon beams
37 Institutions

7 8 % 16%

Mailed TLD
(1987- 1989)
178 Measurements
29 Institutions

(1989- 1992)
358 Beams
55 Institutions

(1992 - 1995)
75 Beams
26 Institutions

89%

92%

10%

6%

4 % 0 %

TABLE 2

BASIC DOSIMETRY MONITORING WITH SEQUENTIAL TLD MAILING

photon beams

(linac)

60-Cobalt

first mailing
second mailing
third mailing

1.022+/-0.024
1.013+/-0.017
1.007+/-0.013

1.025+/-0.027
1.006+/-0.014
0.994 +/- 0.004
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TABLE 3

WORKLOAD COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS*: 1982-84/1990-92

EOUIPMENT
simulator
treatment unit

STAFF
radiotherapist
radiographer
physics team member**

1982-1984

1185
501

328
117
482

1990-1992

1192
506

316
131
464

* = expressed as mean number of cases per year and per equipment unit or staff member.
** = including radiation physicists and dosimetrists.

Our database provide participating centres with strong comparative arguments
to correct staff and equipment unbalances and to convince administrative authorities of
priorities in decision making (20).

3.1.4 Mailed TL-dosimetry for brachytherapy

A work of TLD calibration including the determination of energy dependence
and sensitivity for 192-Ir as well as calibration against ionisation chamber
measurements, was successfully completed at the radiation physics reference center of
Goteborg. The sensitivity for 192-Ir, in the Goteborg irradiation set-up, was found 7 %
larger than that previously observed for 60-Co beams (11).

3.1.5 Three dimensional dose distribution in tangential irradiation of breast after
conservative treatment

The dosimetry intercomparison yielded, among the three centers, large variations
in measured dose values. Moreover, after normalization of measurements at the
isocenter, the ratio of calculated and measured doses was found to vary markedly among
the various measurement points with deviations between -8 and +12 %. The Q.A. study
coordinators pointed out that such variations are probably explained by errors in output
or errors in beam data implemented in the planning system. The spread in the points of
measurements is also partly due to the limited accuracy of some computational
algorithms, e.g. the lung correction. The material used for this quality control procedure
has been shown to be reliable and the dosimetry intercomparison has underlined that
large differences exist between prescribed, calculated and delivered doses in patients
receiving tangential treatment to their breast. The unexpected, large range of deviations
observed in this study demonstrates the need for adequate quality control of the beam
characteristics, particularly of the beam data present in the treatment planning system
(4,5).
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3.2 Quality Control Procedures specific to trials and patients

3.2.1 Dummy-runs (Table 4)

In the dummy-run carried out for the trial 22862, 11 of the 15 centers that
received the dummy-run material answered the study coordinator. Some major deviations
were identified: In three centers, the treatment technique was not isocentric as required
now by the protocol. In one center, all fields were not treated each day. In one center, the
stated dose was not adequate. In two centers, the technique was not a four field box
arrangement. In five centers, the booster field size was too small and in one center, there
was two reductions of field size for the boost.

In the dummy-run of trial 22881/10882, the dose at the isocenter using the beam
data and the treatment chart showed a remarkable agreement since the deviations
remained within 2 % of the stated dose. The dose reported in the tumour excision area
varied between 93 and 100 %, with a mean of 96 %. It was found that the use of
extremely low or extremely high wedge angles resulted in an increase of dose
heterogeneity from 16 to 24 %, expressing the difference between stated minimum and
maximum doses within the target volume.

The dummy-run of trial 22931 is under way: preliminary investigations indicate
that there are marked inter-center variations in planned target volume outline.

TABLE 4

IDENTIFICA TION OFSYSTEMA TIC ERRORS:
THE DUMMY-RUN

TARGETS
• Breast cancers (trial 22881/10882)
• Head and neck cancers (trial 22931)
• Prostate cancers (trial 22863)

RESULTS

MAJOR DEVIATIONS WERE FOUND WITH RESPECT TO.
• Target volume accuracy
• Irradiation techniques
• Dose specification

3.2.2 Individual case reviews (Table 5)

In trial 10882/22881 , the data of 75 patients treated in 15 institutions were
reviewed. It was found that excellent documentation of clinical and radiation data was
provided. In 5 institutions, dose specification was deviating from protocol prescriptions.
There appeared reluctances to indicate target volumes on treatment plan in 7 institutions.
The estimated dose heterogeneity ranged from 15 to 33 %. Boost irradiation
prescriptions also appeared to be unclear, leading to various fractionation schemes (21).
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After the first review of 5 centers, it was felt that some aspects of the protocol
had to be clarified, especially concerning the interpretation of some guidelines. It
essentially concerned: pre-operative staging; post-operative status; dose prescription for
tangential beams; dose prescription for the boost: dose fractionation for the boost;
definition and delineation of target volumes, especially that of the boost.

Based on these findings, a list of recommendations was circulated among the
departments participating to the trial. In subsequent reviews, this list showed to have
clarified most ambiguities. This control procedure was thus found to be very helpful in
detecting possible obscurities in the breast carcinoma study protocol and in pointing out,
early in the course of the trial, misinterpretations due to insufficient and/or ambiguous
descriptions of therapeutic guidelines.

In trial 22862, two types of deviations were discovered during the case review.
Firstly, difficulties in measuring tumour volume, both by rectal examination and with
ultrasound, were observed in most centers. Secondly, variations in PSA measurements
and toxicity scoring were commonly found among the institutions invited to participate
to this individual case review.

TABLE 5

RANDOM ERROR TACKLING:
THE INDIVIDUAL CASE REVIEW

TARGETS
• Breast cancers (trial 22881/10882)
• Rectal cancers (trial 22921)
• Prostate cancers (trial 22863)

RESULTS

MAJOR DEVIATIONS WERE FOUND WITH RESPECT TO.
• Target volume outline
• Heterogeneity of dose distribution
• Deviations in dose specification from protocol guidelines
• Protocol obscurities

3.2.3 The boost evaluation in the breast trial 22881/10882

The EORTC trial 22881/10882 is a multicentric study with 26 participating
centers from all over Europe and about 5000 cases will be evaluable. It is likely that the
degree of heterogeneity in the actually administered treatment parameters (total dose,
dose homogeneity, irradiated volumes) could be closely linked to differences in treatment
outcome, both for tumor control and cosmetic results (3).

In this trial, patients with stage l-II breast carcinoma are treated with
postoperative radiotherapy. Depending upon the completeness of the tumor excision,
randomized treatment arms foresee to deliver, after the whole breast irradiation, a
booster dose to the surgical bed. Whereas the dummy-run and in-vivo dosimetry study
did not emphasize major problems regarding the whole breast irradiation, both the
quality control of forms at the Data Center and the individual case review demonstrated
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that the boost treatment was in reality the main source of ambiguities. Large variations
in treatment volume, fractionation schemes and boost techniques were indeed observed
among participants: Figures 1-2 demonstrate indeed that, in an earlier phase of the trial,
delivered doses could, in some institutions, significantly differ from the prescribed doses,
both at point A (on-axis) and point B (off-axis). Monitoring the evolution of dose
delivery indicate nevertheless that the spread of doses progressively diminished both in
single institutions (Fig. 3) and for the whole population entered in the trial (Fig 4) (22).

3.2.4 Mailed entrance-exit measurements in breast irradiation (protocol
22881/10882)

In the breast protocol, the criteria for dose homogeneity state that the magnitude
of the dose delivered should be within -5 and +10 % of the prescribed doses. This
criteria was fulfilled for 14 of the 16 patients. Doses were also quantified on the skin
(entrance-exit) and a good correlation was found between internal and external
measurements. The measurements extended to institutes participating to the breast trial
indicated that, for external beams, the delivered doses were within 2 % from the
computed dose. For interstitial treatments the delivered doses were within about 5 %
from the computed doses (1,13).

3.2.5 Late small bowel and volume factor for pelvic postoperative radiotherapy

For 183 out of 203 patients with available follow-up data on small bowel
complications, a significant correlation was found between volume and non surgical
small bowel complications such as late occurring diarrhoea, ileal dysfunction and
malabsorption (Fig. 5). No volume-effect was demonstrated on the incidence of small
bowel complications requiring surgery (12).
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Whole breast irradiation
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Fig. I. EORTC Trial 22881/10882: Distribution of delivered doses at reference point A.
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Fig.2. EORTC Trial 22881/10882: Distribution of delivered doses at reference point B.
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Fig.3. EORTC Trial 22881/10882: Distribution of delivered doses at reference point A
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4. DISCUSSION

Overhaul of costly health care systems is currently at the center of looming budget battles in
most industrialized countries. Undoubtedly a point of agreement among health authorities is the
necessity of promoting Quality Assurance (QA) as a means to develop cost-efficient medical
practice. Quality of treatments provided to patients varies indeed among institutions and the
consequences of these variations are deleterious: beyond the fact that they affect the effectiveness of
therapeutic management for a given disease, poor quality treatments often lead to severe
complications which significantly reduce the quality of life and contribute to the rise of health costs.
With respect to cancer management, it has now been repeatedly substantiated that large national
differences in survival rates are found among patients with similar diagnostic backgrounds.

Interestingly enough, in oncology, the major efforts of Quality Systems have been invested
in procedures directed to screening programs like mammography: it is emblematic that major
influences on sensitivity and selectivity have been shown to generate a ten-fold difference in the
number of biopsies for breast lesions. It is striking to see that, so far, less effort has been made to
implement similar criteria for a "symptomatic" population in spite of the problems recently
documented by various pattern of care studies. For instance, in radiotherapy centers which do not
participate in QA programs, up to a quarter shows unacceptable deviations in given doses. In
contrast, our last update shows that the percentage of major deviations in dose delivery drops to less
than 1 % in institutions involved in QA programs such as beam verification (Table 1).

Likewise, given the potential toxicity of chemotherapy, it is surprising that too few
guidelines or requirements for cytostatic treatment documentation exist. A similar situation exists
for surgical procedures. Developing research in QA is thus a priority of cancer management more
especially as all oncological treatment modalities have now narrow therapeutic margins requiring
very critical calibration.

In oncology, quantitative analyses of the impact of QA programs on treatment delivery and
on disease outcome - both for increases in cure rates and decreases in complications - still pertain to
clinical research: a recent analysis conducted by the Patterns of Care Study in patients with stage I-
II Hodgkin's disease and treated with radiation therapy alone, demonstrated that between the mid-
seventies and the mid-eighties, improvement in radiotherapy technique and control procedures
during treatment planning and delivery have roughly halved the number of relapses (23).

There is thus a need to ensure that the same quality of treatment is offered to all cancer
patients in Europe. A research of this kind must be aimed at identifying which steps in the complex
treatment processes are more error-prove, which of those can most effectively be corrected, and
which procedures could be taken over by countries, or individual centers to monitor themselves the
quality of their treatment procedures. To achieve this goals, the EORTC Radiotherapy Cooperative
Group has put a major effort in the development of two Quality Assurance programs: the Physics
Audit Quality program (PAO) and in the Assurance of Protocol Compliance Program (APCP).

In the PAO, a first survey conducted in 1986, on the radiotherapy infrastructure in
European Centers participating in clinical trials showed that 20 % of the centers encountered
difficulties to comply with the EORTC requirements due to imbalance in staff or equipment.
Besides radiotherapy infrastructure, the beam output was checked in 50 centers: a major problem
was detected in 30 % of the checked electron beams. Dosimetric recommendations were sent out to
all radio-oncology departments active in the EORTC and a mailed measurement procedure was
developed for the verification of the beam output in photon beams.

The APCP , which was activated in 1987, can be divided as follows:

• phantom dosimetry studies
• dummy run procedures for breast, prostate, and head and neck cancers
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• check of case report forms for prostate, breast and rectal cancers
• individual case reviews for prostate, breast and rectal
• QA procedures at patient level for breast cancer
• outcome evaluation after irradiation of rectal cancer.

With respect to the PAO. our research is designed to expand these investigations to the
newly affiliated radiotherapy centers and to carry out further sequential beam checks in those
institutions which were already monitored in the early eighties, so that it can provide radiation
physicists with minimum requirements and contribute to the basis of an improvement in accuracy
for dose delivery in all radio-oncology centers.

The activities realised so far in the APCP were pilot feasibility studies. Guidelines and
Quality Systems for the Assurance of Protocol Compliance Program (Table 6) are currently
developed to ensure in the most cost-effective way, uniformity in radiation treatment delivery in
multi-center clinical trials, and subsequently in daily practice in community level centers.

TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OF GUIDELINES

• EORTC DATA CENTER PROCEDURES MANUAL
• EORTC MANUAL FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH IN BREAST CANCER
• EORTC CLINICAL INVESTIGATORS MANUAL
. DATA MANAGEMENT AND CLINICAL TRIALS
• RADIOTHERAPY MASTER PROTOCOL - PHASE III STUDIES

The main axes of research for the period 1995-1998 are:

• Cost-benefit analysis of the dummy-runs, case report forms and individual case review
procedures, in specific randomized trial of the Cooperative Radiotherapy Group of the EORTC.

• Development of a standardized method for QA at patient level (in vivo dosimetry in a
multicentric setting) and testing the method in a specific treatment protocol

• Update of information on required radiotherapy infrastructure in EORTC institutions based on
mailed questionnaires and development of a tentative European radiotherapy department profile.

• Development of a Quality Assurance Manual that will provide a practical document to the
physicians to improve the quality of the technical and medical charts for research and routine
therapy.

Through the use of telematic services, the EORTC Radiotherapy group will also investigate
the feasibility of teleconferencing QA audits by physicists and medical specialists for new
radiotherapy techniques such as high dose/high precision therapy planning. In patients with prostate
cancer, determination of the anatomical pattern of variations in dose distribution between three-
dimensional and conventional planning algorithms, will be carried out for tumors and normal
tissues. In a second phase, optimization of the dose distribution will be worked out, using all
available tools of conformal radiotherapy. Research activities of this task will aim at determining the
impact of the electronic QA program on high precision radiotherapy of prostate cancer, in the
framework of the QUACON project (QUality Assurance and Control through Oncological
Network), which is being developed by the Radiotherapy Cooperative Group of the EORTC (Fig.
6).
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Fig.6: Current programmes and future directions of the EORTC Quality System in
Radiotherapy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In radiotherapy, the goals of quality control procedures are twofold. Firstly, through an
improved quality of irradiation, to provide the highest possible accuracy of protocols studied on a
multicentric scale. Secondly, to provide all other radiation therapy centers with a methodology that
has already been checked and confined through the "test-bench" of trials conducted by cooperative
groups.

Throughout the last decade, the Cooperative Group for Radiotherapy has been able to
extend its basic quality controls of equipments and dosimetry into prospective investigations
consisting of pilot studies for systematic checkings of individual treatment and treatment reliability,
resulting in a large body of data on treatment precision level, systematic deviations and individual
errors, the tackling of systematic and random errors has been extremely successful since the set up
of control procedures such as the dummy-runs and individual case reviews enabled the identification
of the major sources of ambiguities as well as all causes of poor compliance to the protocols,
resulting in the release of helpful recommendations for all participating centers.

This type of QA program should also foster the interaction between several medical
disciplines and promote the application of Quality Standards in community level hospitals. Current
efforts are also put forth to develop common research instruments, such as the processing of
database and MRI or CT-scan images through teleconferencing and the set up of electronic
radiotherapy files, as well as to the introduction of new health care technologies such as three-
dimensional treatment planning and conformal, high dose/high precision radiotherapy.

Quality assurance programmes are not only well accepted by all participants but also felt by
everyone as a mandatory condition for the validity of a cooperative work between several centers.
This project is provoking within the group lively and very constructive discussions, especially
during the last five years where individual contacts among investigators and local teams were
promoted.
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The EORTC Radiotherapy Group has demonstrated that multicenter QA programs permit,
through the pooling of a large number of data, auditing by specialists of implemented Quality
Standards both in radiation physics and in clinical oncology, contributing to the basis for the
development of harmonized quality procedures and standards in the therapeutic management of
cancer.
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